
THE OPPOSITION  - Post Script
17th November 2016
TC of REAL FILM VISION DIALOGUE
Opening title 
sequence00:00:34:00 Abstract Paga Hill waterfront Text: SCREEN AUSTRALIA 

PRESENTS00:00:40:02 Abstract Paga Hill waterfront Text: IN ASSOCIATION WITH BERTHA 
BRITDOC00:00:41:19 Abstract Paga Hill waterfront

00:00:49:15 Abstract bulldozer
00:00:51:17 Abstract boat Text: A MEDIASTOCKADE PRODUCTION
00:00:59:10 Abstract Paga Hill waterfront
00:01:05:17 Woman walking down hill with baby Text: SOUND DESIGNER 

LACHLAN HARRIS00:01:15:02 Abstract Paga Hill waterfront, zoom to boat, zoom to houses
00:01:24:06 Pan across Paga Hill houses Text: COMPOSER JOHN GRAY
00:01:34:21 Man putting his possessions in a canoe, pan to boys walking
00:01:40:03 Crowd of people watching bulldozer
00:01:44:19 Woman pushing a pig
00:01:48:06 Bulldozer smashing through house while crowd watches
00:01:55:16 Crowd and their possessions Text: CINEMATOGRAPHER VINCENT 

LAMBERTI00:02:01:09 Bulldozer pushing over house foundation pillar
00:02:05:15 Man pulling roof off his house Text: EDITOR BERNADETTE 

MURRAY, pan to water texture Text: EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS 00:02:41:07 Family in boat, pan to waterfront Text: PRODUCED BY REBECCA 
BARRY, MADELEINE HETHERTON00:02:45:14 Woman walking along waterfront carrying possessions on her head

00:02:47:20 Water texture, camera wobble past men, pan to water texture Text: 
DIRECTED BY HOLLIE FIFER

VOICEMAIL V/O: Forwarded to the voice messaging centre. 72152328 
is not available. At the tone please record your message00:02:58:19 Sky as a helicopter passes KRIS V/O: Hi Joe, listen I don’t know if you’re getting your voicemail 
messages but I just wanted to let you know that the police have put out 00:03:36:13 JOE turns on the light in a white room and locks himself in the room 

with the key.00:03:53:11 JOE in interview. Super over IV: JOE MOSES Paga Hill community 
leaders and anthropologist.

JOE: "At the moment straight after this interview, I will not be safe, I will 
still be hiding, until such time when my name is cleared but still they 00:04:28:18 Aerial over Fairfax Harbour, Port Moresby (fade out) Title: THE OPPOSITION

JOE getting ready at home
00:04:55:16 (Fade up) EWS Paga Hill waterfront with swimmers coming up for air. 

SUPER 1: PAGA HILL COMMUNITY, PORT MORESBY, PAPUA 00:05:07:15 WS Paga Hill waterfront with boys playing in the water.
00:05:10:09 MS JOE Showering in his yard with a bucket. SUPER: Joe Moses 

Paga Hill community leader and anthropologist.
JOE V/O: My Dad was the Chief in the village

00:05:16:24 WS JOE drying himself with a towel. JOE V/O: and he always told me that



00:05:19:20 CU JOE securing his towel around his waist. JOE V/O: as long as you are alive you must help others.
00:05:24:16 EWS four woman sitting in the church
00:05:27:06 WS woman with a tea towel
00:05:29:16 MS kids jumping and playing
00:05:32:07 EWS school teacher ringing recess bell and kids running inside.
00:05:35:13 CARD: Paga Hill's 3,000 residents are facing eviction by an Australian-

run company.
Phone rings

00:05:45:15 CU cardboard model house suspended from the roof
00:05:48:14 MS JOE placing papers down
00:05:51:08 MS RATOOS standing outside JOE's house
00:05:53:13 MS JOE taking hair gel out of container RATOOS V/O: Mathew's calling you. He wants to see you at 

the…JOE: Court house?00:06:00:18 MS JOE putting hair gel in RATOOS V/O: We need to get this thing done today because if we 
don't get this thing done today then we are evicted.00:06:07:11 CU JOE JOE: I know. I know.

00:06:09:19 CU JOE straightening his collar RATOOS V/O: Before sunset.
00:06:17:07 MS JOE walking out of his house with papers JOE V/O: There’s a developer that is interested in Paga Hill.
00:06:21:05 WS Seven boys walking down the main road of Paga Hill. JOE V/O: Without due consideration for our livelihood.
00:06:26:01 MS two girls putting on make up and laughing
00:06:28:02 WS JOE with paperwork in front yard. JOE V/O: The company just want to remove the people from the land 

and …00:06:31:04 MS JOE with paperwork in front yard. JOE V/O: …we’ll go to the court and the court will make the final 
decision.

00:06:36:22 EWS three people on a canoe
00:06:40:01 MS woman fishing JOE V/O: We’ve been on this land for the last 50 or so years …
00:06:43:16 WS kids playing piggy in the middle JOE V/O: …and this is home.
00:06:45:24 JOE in interview JOE IV: That's why I put my hand up to give my 100% to the 

community.
00:06:50:13 WS JOE and MATHEW MOGEREMA walk to white van
00:06:53:08 MS kids playing piggy in the middle
00:06:55:17 MS JOE and MATHEW MOGEREMA getting into white van
00:07:02:23 EWS JOE’s POV of kids playing in Paga
00:07:05:07 MS JOE in front seat while van drives away
00:07:16:13 TEXT CARD: Papua New Guinean land is being sold to developers 

and forced evictions are leaving families with nowhere to live.
DAME KIDU going to Demolition



00:07:28:01 DAME KIDU walks out of her house and yells back to her family DAME KIDU: Ratoos has just rung me. The mobile squad has gone in 
and they are smashing down the houses in Paga. Joe's house is 
already gone. It's just disgusting. 

00:07:42:18 DAME KIDU in car Super over IV: DAME CAROL KIDU Leader of the 
Opposition, National Parliament of Papua New Guinea.

DAME KIDU V/O: Often in Papua New Guinea you don’t know what’s 
going to happen. 

00:07:49:24 WS tracking shot out car window DAME KIDU V/O:We are called the Land of the Unexpected.
00:07:53:11 DAME KIDU in car DAME KIDU V/O: Nobody wants to be the The Opposition in any 

country and especially in Papua New Guinea. It’s just the way life has 
turned out. 

00:08:01:24 WS tracking shot out car window of billboard DAME KIDU V/O: I’ve been 15 years in politics … 
00:08:04:17 DAME KIDU in car DAME KIDU V/O: …and you respond to whatever circumstances 

you’re in. 
00:08:08:15 WS tracking shot out car window 
Demolition
00:08:12:18 MS DAME KIDU and her son in car while it enters Paga Hill. Super 

over car: PAGA HILL COMMUNITY. THIS FOOTAGE HAS BEEN 
00:08:16:19 MS camera wobbles through crowd of residents 
00:08:21:24 MS DAME KIDU running down the hill in Paga Hill 
00:08:24:22 MS police drinking Coca Cola and standing around. 
00:08:27:04 Tree branch falling down 
00:08:29:08 MS DAME KIDU giving a POLICEMAN #1 a piece of paper and he 

laughs
Super over car: PAGA HILL COMMUNITY. DAME KIDU: "Stop the 
demolition.”

00:08:33:04 MS bulldozer charging through a fence. Residents move out of the 
way. 

00:08:40:20 MS police waving and directing the demolition to keep going. 
00:08:41:22 WS bulldozer pulling down a tin house 
00:08:46:15 WS DAME KIDU yelling at policemen who are walking away from her. DAME KIDU: They have nowhere to sleep tonight. They have nowhere 

to sleep tonight. 
00:08:53:12 MS crowd watching and pointing 
00:08:55:05 WS bulldozer smashing through house and tree. Policemen waves 

on. 
00:09:06:18 MS DAME KIDU and FATHER WITH BABY talking to POLICEMAN 

#1 
FATHER WITH BABY: This is my house. I’m the owner of this 
house.DAME KIDU: Now look at it. 

00:09:10:21 CU bulldozer smashes through house
00:09:20:02 MS FATHER WITH BABY 
00:09:22:02 MS crowd watching and pointing 
00:09:23:24 WS POLICEMAN #1 yell at crowd. POLICEMAN #1: Move! 



00:09:26:00 MS bulldozer smashing into fence. PAGA HILL RESIDENT: It's too late for us... too late. It's too late for us. 
DAME KIDU: Where are they going to sleep tonight? 

00:09:32:15 MS DAME KIDU taking a breath next to FATHER WITH BABY DAME KIDU: This is a National Park for future generations of Papua 
New Guinea.

00:09:38:05 WS POLICEMAN #1 reacting to DAME KIDU DAME KIDU: Stop the demolition. Ask them to leave and let them take 
their houses down.

00:09:43:06 MS DAME KIDU yelling at police. DAME KIDU: Why should some company get our hill. 
00:09:45:10 WS Bulldozer driving forwards 
00:09:48:12 MS DAME KIDU reasoning at police. DAME KIDU: This is not development. Tell me how the people are 

going to benefit. They say there is going to be a marina cruise liner at 
wharf. That’s the big people. 

00:09:58:03 EWS bulldozer lowering it’s arm 
00:10:00:19 MS boys and men watch on. 
00:10:01:21 WS POLICEMAN #1 takes off his gun 
00:10:04:00 CU POLICEMAN #2 manhandles AUSTI (Paga Hill resident). Police 

open fire on crowd. DAME KIDU pulls POLICEMAN #2 off AUSTI.
DAME KIDU: Leave him alone. You leave him alone. Leave him.

00:10:15:13 EWS crowd of people watch and run. 
00:10:17:21 MS POLICEMAN #2 yelling at DAME KIDU POLICEMAN #2: Come on you bitch - you go DAME KIDU: I will not 

leave. 
00:10:21:06 WS Camera shake. FATHER WITH BABY yells to policemen. DAME 

KIDU puts hands to her face. 
FATHER WITH BABY: Arsehole. Why don't you listen arsehole? 
DAME KIDU: Hollie get to the car. Take her to the car. 

00:10:26:23 MS POLICEMAN #1 yells at FILMMAKER. Policemen point gun. 
Woman stands unsure in the chaos. 

00:10:33:19 MS DAME KIDU getting dragged away by POLICEMAN #1
00:10:38:06 MS DAME KIDU being manhandled by POLICEMAN #1 & 

POLICEMAN #2. Police point guns and fingers at FILMMAKER.
00:10:47:20 MS JUNIOR runs behind house JUNIOR: Come here. Come here. Everyone run up. Everyone run. 
00:10:59:03 MS JUNIOR stands behind house with two other men JUNIOR: They will pick us out. So let's stay put. I'll just double check. 

Stand here. MAN IN BLUE SHIRT: and Lady Kidu? JUNIOR: They 
arrested her. They will lock her. 

00:11:20:07 CARD: 1/4 of Paga Hill's homes are destroyed before Joe Moses 
arrives with the stay order to halt the demolition. Later, Dame Carol 
Kidu is released by police without charge.

ALLAN on waterfront
00:11:34:15 EWS Paga Hill community with import ship floating in background.
00:11:41:10 EWS Paga Hill in ruins
00:11:47:04 CU eagle flying



00:11:51:12 MS ALLAN on the Paga waterfront. SUPER: ‘Allan Mogerema, Paga 
Hill Community youth leader’.

ALLAN: I feel, I feel really sorry for the community eh.

00:12:02:05 WS of community members pointing to eagle. ALLAN (V/O): Where are we going to go I mean.
00:12:05:09 CU eagle flying ALLAN (V/O): We're going to be displaced for …
00:12:07:14 MS toddler with women sitting. ALLAN (V/O): … good
00:12:11:14 MCU young girl holding baby
00:12:13:15 CU girl sitting sad ALLAN (V/O): And it will be like …
00:12:16:07 MCU two young woman stand and wait
00:12:18:03 MCU young woman holding leaves ALLAN (V/O): … a mourning day for us here.
00:12:20:24 MS ALLAN on the Paga waterfront ALLAN: After we hear that we have to move out from here.
00:12:23:21 CU eagle sitting on rooftop
00:12:28:14 CU SUSAN in interview SUPER: SUSAN MAIMA, Paga Hill market 

seller
SUSAN: These days we are crying for the damage.

00:12:33:03 EWS SUSAN sweeping the church floor SUSAN V/O: They are adamant to do business on this land.
00:12:38:11 CU SUSAN in interview SUSAN: That is why we will fight against them in court.
00:12:41:16 CU JOE taking papers from MATHEW MOGEREMA SUSAN V/O: Our leader is pursuing this case.
00:12:45:01 CU JOE's hand writing, pan to JOE's face SUSAN V/O: We are not afraid.
Paga Hill community meeting
00:12:50:00 EWS community gathered in Paga Hill SUPER: PAGA HILL 

COMMUNITY MEETING
00:12:53:21 EWS women sitting down and listening. JOE (V/O): Now …
00:12:56:00 WS JOE speaking at community meeting JOE: We will try our best for the community to stay.
00:13:01:03 CU boy listening JOE (V/O): So we do not have to live like this.
00:13:04:18 WS JOE speaking at community meeting JOE: My wish and want is that we all listen and work together …
00:13:09:10 CU JOE speaking at community meeting JOE: …to stand up and fight for this place.
00:13:12:08 WS two men and a young boy listening JOE (V/O): But this requires our hard work.
00:13:15:11 WS JOE speaking at community meeting JOE: Listen to each other, cleaning the place, live as a family.
00:13:21:04 MS men and women listening along a fence JOE (V/O): we want everyone to stay together.
00:13:24:09 WS JOE speaking at community meeting JOE: I will be held responsible and the company will be held 

responsible.
00:13:29:10 CU JOE looking at crowd
00:13:31:18 EWS crowd claps
JOE and MATHEW (lawyer) meeting
00:13:34:02 CU JOE waits in car
00:13:40:02 WS UNCLE TOM walks down to car
00:13:44:01 MCU JOE and UNCLE TOM in the car
00:13:49:03 WS MATHEW ushers JOE and UNCLE TOM into his meeting room



00:14:00:09 CU MATHEW begins the meeting. SUPER: Mathew Maitang, Lawyer MATHEW: First things first OK.
00:14:03:20 ECU Mathew's hand going through documents. MATHEW: We have file our affidavits.
00:14:05:15 CU MATHEW MATHEW: That's how many days - 11 days.
00:14:06:17 CU JOE listening MATHEW: For us to file the affidavits of around
00:14:09:15 CU MATHEW MATHEW: 1,000 people. It’s not possible you see?JOE (V/O): It's not 

possible.MATHEW: Yes
00:14:13:21 CU JOE listening
00:14:15:10 CU MATHEW MATHEW: Yeah so I'll do an application to vary those orders.
00:14:17:21 CU JOE JOE: OK. MATHEW (V/O): Are you alright? JOE: I'm alright. Thank 

you.
00:14:21:08 CU MATHEW MATHEW: And writ of summons. I think we should just go by Section 

59 of the Constitution. Enforcement of Human Rights.
00:14:31:07 CU UNCLE TOM listening JOE (V/O): Our case is straight forward.
00:14:34:00 CU JOE JOE: All we are fighting for is for them to do what is right, that's all.
00:14:38:07 CU MATHEW listening JOE (V/O): I mean you cannot just go …
00:14:41:02 CU JOE JOE: … treating people like animals.
JOE watches TV
00:14:44:11 WS three young people silhouetted against the Paga Hill waterfront
00:14:49:09 WS JOE’s houseSUPER: JOE’S TEMPORARY HOME, PAGA HILL 

COMMUNITY
00:14:54:16 CU TV with news stinger

CU TV with EMTV news presenter EMTV REPORTER MALE: It has been six days since …
MCU JOE watching TV EMTV REPORTER MALE (V/O): … homes were destroyed in Paga 

Hill in Port Moresby.
MCU JOE turning up the volume on the TV. EMTV REPORTER MALE (V/O): Yet there is deafening silence …
MS TV new reporter EMTV REPORTER MALE (V/O): … and lack of support by authorities.
CU TV new report of tents and displaced Paga Hill residents EMTV REPORTER MALE (V/O): Now there are high health and safety 

risks among the displaced residents who are now living under …
CU TV new report of tents and displaced Paga Hill residents EMTV REPORTER MALE (V/O): … canvases and in tents where their 

homes used to be.
MCU JOE watching TV SBS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): On the day of the demolition of the 

houses Joe Moses …
CU SELINE looking at stove SBS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): … claims about 100 heavily armed 

…
CU TODDLER putting his head up to watch TV SBS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): … police officers came to the Paga 

Hill site.
CU TV new report of Nelson sitting bandaged up.



CU TV new report of lawyers walking outside the court rooms. SBS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): Only the intervention of lawyers with 
a stop order …

CU TV new report of Paga Hill residents cleaning up. SBS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): …brought the violence to an end.
00:15:30:18 EWS aerial photograph of Paga Hill. EMTV REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): The top section of Paga Hill is 

being developed into a world class tourist attraction …
00:15:36:00 MS PHDC ‘under construction’ billboard EMTV REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): … by Paga Hill Development 

Company. After further development …
CU PHDC ‘under construction’ billboard PNG NEWS REPORTER FEMALE #1 (V/O): …Paga Hill’s value will 

quadruple.
CU TV new report with Gudmundur Fridriksson SUPER: 
GUDMUNDUR FRIDRIKSSON, CEO, Paga Hill Development 
Company

GUDMUNDUR FRIDRIKSSON: Paga Hill will eventually have probably 
two major hotels, about 800 apartments, a major cultural centre.

00:15:50:16 MCU JOE watching TV and put remote down.
DAME KIDU in parliament
00:15:54:18 EWS PNG parliament house SUPER: NATIONAL PARLIAMENT OF 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA, PORT MORESBY
00:16:00:00 MS PNG parliament house flag and young woman walking up the 

steps
00:16:03:15 EWS DAME KIDU walking up steps outside in PNG parliament 

house.
 SUPER: DAME CAROL KIDU Leader of the Opposition National 
Parliament of Papua New Guinea 

DAME KIDU (V/O): I’ve never been part of the inner circle of politics. A 
woman alone and I've never tried to play male politics and fight 
corruption. 

00:16:14:07 MS DAME KIDU walking through hallways of PNG parliament house DAME KIDU (V/O): There's too much grey in politics, too much area of 
compromise. You're not comfortable with a whole lot of things 
happening around you. 

00:16:21:10 MS DAME KIDU in her office picking up papers and walking out. DAME KIDU (V/O): But you’ve got to decide what you are in there for 
and what your purpose is. One day I will have to walk away and say … 

00:16:25:18 ECU Paga Hill social mapping report sitting on DAME KIDU's desk. DAME KIDU (V/O): … I've done what I can and that's enough. 
00:16:28:17 MS police car drives by
00:16:31:12 MS ABC news reporter female EMTV REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): Papua new guinea is in the grip of 

a constitutional crisis.
00:16:33:19 CU Michael Somare walking EMTV REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): With Sir Michael Somare and 

Peter …
00:16:35:15 MS Peter O’Neill sitting in PM seat. EMTV REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): … O’Neill both claiming to be the 

country’s legitimate leader.



00:16:39:13 PETER O’NEILL pushing through army barricade EMTV REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): The Supreme Court demanded 
that Somare be restored to office. O’Neill refuses to go. He insists it is 
not a coup.

00:16:48:00 MS MP shouting in chamber
00:16:51:06 MS DAME KIDU shouts and slaps hands on podium EMTV REPORTER MALE (V/O): DAME Carol Kidu condemned the …
00:16:52:21 MS PETER O’NEILL rubbing his hands in the PM’s seat. EMTV REPORTER MALE (V/O): … behavior of the leaders in their 

pursuit for power.
00:16:55:17 WS pan right across unbalanced chamber DAME KIDU (V/O): There’s a great danger of dictatorial powers in a 

country such as ours. 
00:17:01:02 MS PETER O’NEILL speaking in the chamber
00:17:02:24 MS empty chamber seats
00:17:05:23 MS PETER O’NEILL signing papers in front of press photographers
00:17:09:05 MS PETER O’NEILL and cabinet raising yellow cocktails
00:17:11:06 DAME KIDU walks into the chamber DAME KIDU (V/O): By taking up the leadership of the opposition it 

gave me a … 
00:17:14:19 WS DAME KIDU stands in chamber whilst the ceremonial mace is 

laid down.
DAME KIDU (V/O): … legitimate voice.

00:17:19:10 MS PETER O’NEILL sitting in the PM’s seat DAME KIDU (V/O): I just felt that’s what I had to do. 
00:17:22:04 MS DAME KIDU stands to address the chamber DAME KIDU: Thank you Mr. Speaker
00:17:24:10 Photo of DAME KIDU sitting in the opposition seat PACIFIC PULSE REPORTER MALE (V/O): In 2012, DAME KIDU 

Carol Kidu will retire from politics after 3 terms as the only woman in 
the country’s parliament.

00:17:36:00 MS NEWS ANCHOR SCOTT BEVAN SCOTT BEVAN: You intend to retire at the next election.
00:17:37:01 MS DAME KIDU sitting in the news rooms DAME KIDU (V/O): I feel I can serve better outside now.
00:17:39:02 MS DAME KIDU in meeting room with the door closing. DAME KIDU (V/O): Time will tell.
00:17:45:06 JOE in interview JOE (V/O): The only member of the parliament that I trust is Lady Kidu, 

that's it, no body else …
00:17:50:21 MS DAME KIDU, JOE and the Paga Hill leaders stand outside and 

discuss paperwork. 
JOE (V/O): … as far as I know. DAME KIDU (V/O): Part of the 
urbanisation policy is relocation or thinning out, things like that with 
settlements …

00:18:00:04 ECU DAME KIDU’s hands with paperwork DAME KIDU: … And yet the policy doesn't go onto how you do it. 
00:18:04:07 MS DAME KIDU, JOE and the Paga Hill leaders stand outside and 

discuss paperwork.
DAME KIDU (V/O): What is distressing is that we are not making any 
allowances for the people the human beings that are the citizens of 
Papua New Guinea who are living in those places. 

00:18:13:05 JOE in interview JOE (V/O): She's been out backbone. And argh you know without her I 
don't think I can survive. She's been giving me the courage and you 
know, she's at the forefront and I'm at the back pushing.



JOE on computer
00:18:27:02 EWS University of Papua New Guinea SUPER: JOE’S OFFICE 

UNIVERSITY OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA
00:18:31:12 ECU JOE’s hands with paperwork and computer mouse.
00:18:34:12 CU computer screen of Paga Hill Estate's YouTube account. Mouse 

clicks on 'Humanitarian Resettlement in Papua New Guinea'.
00:18:40:21 CU JOE staring at computer
00:18:42:20 MCU GUMMI in interview on computer screen GUMMI: From the outset the vision for Paga Hill was to create an icon.
00:18:45:21 ECU computer screen with development plans GUMMI (V/O): An icon that would promote Papua New Guinea as a 

viable destination for tourists, residents and argh investors alike. Paga 
Hill being such a prominent site in the city …

00:19:02:12 CU JOE staring at computer GUMMI (V/O): … we feel a great sense of responsibility …
00:19:05:15 ECU computer screen with development plans GUMMI (V/O): … to be a good corporate citizen. But totally committed 

to ensuring that the informal settlers …
00:19:12:10 MCU GUMMI in interview on computer screen Super over IV: 

GUDMUNDUR FRIDRIKSSON, CEO Paga Hill Development 
Company

GUMMI: … are treated as an integral part of the project. We need to 
make sure we work together.

00:19:18:14 CU JOE staring at computer
UNCLE TOM house tour
00:19:21:15 CU boy smiling
00:19:24:02 WS rugby boys
00:19:28:09 MCU teenage boy smiling
00:19:30:22 WS rugby boys
00:19:35:17 MCU Uncle Tom texting on his phone. SUPER: ANAGINI (UNCLE 

TOM) BULU, Paga Hill community leader and shopkeeper
00:19:40:22 EWS UNCLE TOM walks up the hill towards home UNCLE TOM: I came here in 1981.
00:19:47:02 WS UNCLE TOM unlocks his front door and enters. UNCLE TOM: That's quite a long time.
00:19:55:18 CU UNCLE TOM standing in entrance of his home. UNCLE TOM: This is my fridge - it's a nice one. It's not important.
00:20:01:13 CU UNCLE TOM enters his lounge room
00:20:05:14 MCU UNCLE TOM standing in his lounge room. UNCLE TOM: When they demolished the houses down there they 

wanted to take everything I own. So I pulled my house down and then 
re-built a smaller one. I haven't completed it but I'll just wait for the 
court.

00:20:17:06 MCU UNCLE TOM standing in his lounge room. UNCLE TOM: No lights so we just use candlesticks. Because they put 
the power off. And this is my antenna for my big TV. It's buggered so I 
leave it in here.



00:20:30:07 MCU UNCLE TOM enters his bedroom and sits on the edge of his 
bed.

UNCLE TOM: This is the big one here. It's buggered. Not buggered but 
no power so I just leave it. Sometimes I get the generator but at the 
moment I'm not using it.

Settlement section
00:20:45:19 WS ALLAN helping older woman up the hill
00:20:51:19 WS ALLAN helping older woman up the hill
00:20:54:24 EWS Yogis reaching up the sky on the edge of the hill. ALLAN (V/O): Breathe in. Both palms down on your mat.
00:20:58:00 MS ALLAN teaching yoga ALLAN (V/O): Take your left leg back. Low push up. Upward facing 

dog. Inhale.
00:21:07:10 MS ALLAN teaching yoga ALLAN (V/O): Exhale. Downward facing dog.
00:21:09:16 MS little boy in downward facing dog with his leg up.
00:21:11:15 CU ALLAN teaching yoga ALLAN: Breath in, breath out. Palms together at the heart.
00:21:16:14 EWS yogis in WWII bunker ALLAN: Bow your head. Respect others as well as yourself.
00:21:21:20 EWS two young people pulling their dinghy into shore
00:21:24:12 ECU fish lying on a rock
00:21:27:01 EWS boys gutting fish JOE (V/O): Settlement means a group of people getting together and 

living in one particular place.
00:21:33:12 CU woman casting out fishing wire JOE (V/O): A place to live.
00:21:36:17 EWS crowd after church JOE (V/O): The community was so peaceful.
00:21:41:08 MS church sermon JOE (V/O): We have our church here.
00:21:43:12 EWS church full of people
00:21:45:08 MS kids drawing in school JOE (V/O): We have our school there.
00:21:47:12 EWS Nelson speaking at community meeting JOE (V/O): A law and order committee.
00:21:51:06 MS woman during community meeting
00:21:53:12 WS boy walking to his mum during community meeting MATHEW MOGEREMA: We are the people by the sea.
00:21:56:12 CU MATHEW MOGEREMA speaking at community meeting MATHEW MOGEREMA: We will stand up strong.
00:21:57:24 CU older man smiling
00:21:59:15 CU mother with baby JOE (V/O): These are people, these are not pigs and dogs …
00:22:02:06 MS grandfather with boy JOE (V/O): … and this is their home, this is the fourth generation.
00:22:05:10 MCU SERAH cooking
00:22:07:13 CU SERAH putting onions into hot pan
00:22:09:21 WS SERAH cooking
00:22:13:14 CU SERAH concentrating on cooking
00:22:15:24 CU SERAH's stew
00:22:17:19 WS ALLAN sawing wood JOE (V/O): It's not a place where there is raksolism (gangs) …
00:22:20:23 ECU sawing wood JOE (V/O): … there is murderers …
00:22:23:16 CU ALLAN bending over JOE (V/O): there is rapists.



00:22:25:12 MS kids helping ALLAN hold the wood. JOE (V/O): No no no, that is not the case.
00:22:27:00 CU ALLAN hammering a nail
00:22:28:20 ECU ALLAN concentrating
00:22:30:20 WS ALLAN and friends placing canvas in frame
00:22:33:01 WS ALLAN and friends finalising canvas & frame. ALLAN: OK guys nice.
JOE uploads video
00:22:35:10 EWS Paga Hill shoreline
00:22:39:10 WS Church seats and bell in the wind
00:22:42:18 EWS women fishing from behind
00:22:46:03 MS JOE coming out of his house with his computer
00:22:50:06 ECU JOE’s carrying his computer to the outside table JOE (V/O): We are not lawyers by profession. I need to get more 

advice on that. I need to …
00:22:54:09 MS JOE on his computer JOE (V/O): … collect as much evidence as possible.
00:23:00:01 ECU JOE's connects cables to computer JOE (V/O): And so we put the case on the internet and expose the 

case as much as possible …
00:23:04:03 CU JOE concentrating
00:23:05:19 ECU JOE's video on computer
00:23:08:00 ECU dragging video to upload section of YouTube
00:23:10:06 MS JOE concentrating JOE (V/O): … and that's why we started to have the international 

community coming in to help us in terms of investigations.
00:23:15:00 ECU clicking ‘publish’
00:23:16:17 ECU JOE
KRIS intro
00:23:18:01 WS London skyline at dusk Super over EWS: LONDON, UNITED 

KINGDOM, 2013
00:23:21:23 WS London skyline at dusk
00:23:25:07 CU Kris watching SUPER: Dr. Kristian Lasslett Investigator, 

International State Crime Initiative.
JOE (V/O in the video): We went to court on Wednesday and the court 
said that …

00:23:30:02 ECU Joe’s interview on YouTube JOE in the video: … we have to grounds to fight for what we are 
standing for here in Paga.

00:23:36:02 ECU Joe’s interview on YouTube JOE in the video: This is not an eviction exercise, this is a demolition 
exercise.

00:23:40:03 ECU KRIS’ hand on computer mouse
00:23:41:06 CU clicking on DAME KIDU Carol getting arrested on YouTube.
00:23:42:13 CU DAME KIDU Carol arrest video on YouTube
00:23:43:20 CU DAME KIDU Carol arrest video on YouTube
00:23:46:00 CU DAME KIDU Carol arrest video on YouTube



00:23:48:00 CU Kris watching KRIS V/O: I first heard about …
00:23:50:09 ECU KRIS’ hand on computer mouse KRIS V/O: … the Paga Hill demolition …
00:23:52:14 ECU Facebook with UNCLE TOM in post demolition video KRIS V/O: … on Facebook.
00:23:54:22 ECU post demolition houses and families on YouTube KRIS V/O: My background was …
00:23:57:07 ECU post demolition houses and families on YouTube KRIS V/O: ... researching issues around conflict and war.
00:23:59:23 ECU Kris watching
00:24:03:21 MS JOE photo on YouTube
00:24:07:17 CU photo of burnt house KRIS V/O: The destruction in Paga Hill …
00:24:10:21 CU Kris watching KRIS V/O: … echoed what happened in Bougainville …
00:24:13:15 CU photo of family standing in front of destruction KRIS V/O: … where entire villages were just demolished and levelled 

and yet this was happening in downtown Port Moresby on a Saturday.
00:24:21:09 CU photo of woman sitting in front of destroyed house
00:24:25:07 CU photo of family under a tarpaulin
00:24:29:06 CU photo of family standing under their destroyed house KRIS (V/O): There was something about Paga Hill that would provide a 

pathway …
00:24:32:10 CU man and woman cleaning in wood rubble KRIS (V/O): … into the systemic form of criminality that was …
00:24:36:10 CU woman sitting on her destroyed house KRIS (V/O): … eroding the very foundation of life in PNG.
00:24:40:00 ECU JOE on YouTube.
KRIS & JOE skype
00:24:44:02 EWS London’s Westminster Bridge Phone ringing
00:24:47:15 CU London Eye and Westminster Phone ringing
00:24:51:03 KRIS sitting on Skype to JOE JOE (V/O): Hello Joe speaking KRIS: Hi Joe, it's Kris. JOE (V/O): Hello 

Kris. Goodnight to you from PNG.
00:24:58:15 CU KRIS KRIS: How are you mate?
00:25:01:20 CU Skype on computer JOE (V/O): Haha I'm alright. I'm alright. KRIS (V/O): I'm meeting with 

…
00:25:05:01 CU KRIS Super: DR KRISTAIN LASSLETT, Investigator, International 

State Crime Initiative.
KRIS: … a range of really good people here and hopefully they'll give 
me some more ideas about how to take this up.

00:25:11:05 CU KRIS KRIS: My offer is always standing that your lawyer should get in 
contact with me when he begins to compile the facts there.

00:25:18:10 CU Skype on computer JOE (V/O): OK what I'll do is I'll get a copy of the first stay order …
00:25:22:15 CU KRIS JOE (V/O): … and I'll email it to you as soon as I grab hold of it. KRIS: 

Cool cool.
00:25:27:13 MS KRIS KRIS: OK Joe lovely speaking. JOE (V/O): Thank you so much Kris, 

thank you for your time. KRIS: No thank you Joe.
00:25:32:23 CU Skype on computer JOE (V/O): You made my day by hearing your voice …
00:25:35:03 CU KRIS JOE (V/O): … it gives me a boost.



KRIS flies to PNG
00:25:37:11 EWS plane on runway
00:25:40:21 MS KRIS on computer at airport
00:25:44:21 EWS plane taking off KRIS (V/O): I felt the need to go out and visit the community.
00:25:50:13 MCU KRIS on plane
00:25:52:06 ECU KRIS’ hands on computer
00:25:53:21 ECU article on computer with text saying ‘developer’s defense’ KRIS (V/O): The fault lines of the struggle were still very much grey.
00:25:58:08 ECU article on computer titled, ‘Paga Hill relocation was ‘legitimate’ 

developer insists.’
00:26:01:12 CU KRIS on plane
00:26:05:02 EWS Port Moresby’s Ela Beach seen from CBDSUPER: PORT 

MORESBY, PAPUA NEW GUINEA
00:26:08:19 WS people on street with buses going by
00:26:14:13 WS policeman patrolling the street
00:26:18:21 WS road through windscreen
00:26:23:17 CU KRIS in car
00:26:28:11 WS road through windscreen
KRIS meets JOE
00:26:33:07 EWS Paga Hill community seen from water
00:26:39:15 EWS KRIS greets JOE at his front gate. KRIS: How are you going? I believe you just built your new house 

yesterday. JOE: Please come in. KRIS: Yeah, yeah?
00:26:54:14 WS KRIS and JOE stand together in JOE's back yard. KRIS: you've had to under, in a tent for basically a year. JOE: Yeah I 

just want to make sure that this is the evidence of what happened in 
May 2012 so

00:27:05:08 MS mattress sticking out from the bottom of the tent KRIS: So there was what, you, your wife, your kids …
00:27:09:01 WS KRIS and JOE stand together in JOE's back yard. KRIS: … you had come cousins or in laws? JOE: Yes some in laws 

and some other family relatives and friends.
KRIS meets MATHEW (lawyer)
00:27:16:00 MCU KRIS walking across street
00:27:20:05 MS KRIS walking into MATHEW's reception
00:27:23:20 MS MATHEW listening, pan to KRIS reading KRIS (V/O): So what's in your case file in terms of documents. Is it OK 

to look through this?. MATHEW: Yes. KRIS: So I'll just have a look 
through and get a sense of what you currently have and what is 
needed so.

00:27:36:09 CU KRIS KRIS: It seems like a lot of the documentation you currently have 
relates specifically to the eviction order.

00:27:45:21 MCU MATHEW KRIS (V/O): So what I could probably be much …



00:27:47:17 ECU KRIS’ hands going through case file KRIS (V/O): … more useful in. MATHEW: I just need ammunition, 
that’s all.KRIS (V/O): OK I can give as much ammunition …

00:27:52:23 CU MATHEW KRIS (V/O): … as I can possibly give you and you don’t think there’s 
enough ammunition, tell me. That’s what I do, I find ammunition and 
give it to people who know how to fire it in the court of law. MATHEW: 
Yes sorry, at this stage now I don’t any evidence nothing.

00:28:12:24 CU KRIS MATHEW: All I’m doing now is to just protect the interests of the 
people …

00:28:15:08 CU MATHEW MATHEW: … and buy them some more time to stay on the land a bit 
longer.

JOE's progress report

00:28:23:24 WS JOE working at an outside table JOE V/O: I’m working on 3,000 affidavits …
00:28:27:13 EWS JOE working at an outside table with young woman helping JOE V/O: … we will wait for Professor Lasslett's report on how the 

company has obtained the title.
00:28:33:14 JOE in interview JOE: We’ll get this things together so we can start bombarding the 

company.
DAME KIDU retires
00:28:37:20 EWS PNG parliament house SUPER: NATIONAL PARLIAMENT OF 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA, PORT MORESBY
00:28:40:18 WS mother with her two children near the parliament lake
00:28:46:01 WS DAME KIDU’s office with a film crew setting up 
00:28:48:20 CU DAME KIDU on computer DAME KIDU (V/O): My retirement from politics will be when the writs 

are returned.  
00:28:54:17 MS DAME KIDU at desk while film crew set up DAME KIDU (V/O): I have many plans but I know I just have to sit take 

time out and go what is possible, how can I be most useful and yet …  
00:29:02:17 ECU DAME KIDU’s hands on computer DAME KIDU (V/O): … still be pragmatic that I have to earn an income.  
00:29:06:14 MS DAME KIDU speaking to news crew INTERVIEWER: My final question. A word of advice to future up and 

coming leaders from your experience, what do you think is the most 
important values? DAME KIDU: Yeah you have be really strong inside 
yourself that’s for sure. Um you’ve got to know where you stand on 
issues, not be uncompromising, be willing to compromise if necessary. 
Cause politics is all about compromise. You might have to give 
something to get something. I don’t mean compromise financially.  

00:29:39:09 WS DAME KIDU being helped up the hill to the Paga Hill fundraiser DAME KIDU: I'm talking about on the issue, you might not get the full 
thing you wanted but you might compromise part of the issue to get 
part of the way. 



00:29:51:22 MS RATOOS shaking DAME KIDU's hand 
00:29:55:09 CU DAME KIDU smiling 
00:29:57:16 EWS painting and crowd at the fundraiser 
00:30:00:13 MS JOE smiling
00:30:02:20 CU boy in traditional dress smiling 
00:30:04:12 WS Robin and crowd ROBIN: Appreciation. Appreciation 
00:30:07:04 CU DAME KIDU smiling 
00:30:08:20 CU painting of DAME KIDU
00:30:12:11 CU JOE smiling and waving 
KRIS flies homes
00:30:14:18 EWS plane taking off
00:30:22:20 WS plane flight attendants
00:30:25:09 CU KRIS looking out window
00:30:28:07 EWS Clouds out window
00:30:32:08 ECU KRIS’ hands on computer KRIS V/O: Paga were organised.
00:30:33:17 MCU KRIS concentrating on the computer KRIS V/O: They were resisting.
00:30:35:04 ECU photograph of family with big fish KRIS V/O: They weren’t moving off the land.
00:30:38:17 EWS JOE at community meeting KRIS V/O: They mobilised the community.
00:30:40:20 ECU KRIS concentrating KRIS V/O: They had leaders who were astute ..
00:30:44:03 CU JOE standing in front of demolished house. KRIS V/O: ..well educated. They were …
00:30:46:23 WS DAME KIDU sitting with Paga Hill leaders KRIS V/O: …mobilising political support.
00:30:48:19 ECU photograph of MATHEW KRIS V/O: They were mobilising legal support
00:30:50:24 ECU photograph of human pyramid KRIS V/O: They were mobilising public support
00:30:53:11 MS KRIS looking out the window KRIS V/O: And to me, I thought, well not only is this important in terms 

of the illegalities.
00:30:58:22 ECU photograph of Paga Hill Art Resistance (PHAR) fundraiser 

poster
KRIS V/O: But the way in which communities are organising …

00:31:01:09 ECU photograph of PHAR fundraiser poster KRIS V/O: … collectively to resist these forms of development.
KRIS investigates national park
00:31:08:01 MS UK rooftops
00:31:11:12 CU painting of RONNIE (dog) in lounge room
00:31:14:10 ECU KRIS' PhD certificate
00:31:18:01 WS KRIS concentrating with paperwork
00:31:21:10 MS printer printing
00:31:24:06 MS Ronnie at foot of desk
00:31:26:20 CU KRIS concentrating, tilt down to paperwork. KRIS (V/O): In subsequent weeks after I met Joe that I begun to find …



00:31:33:22 ECU KRIS looking at computer KRIS (V/O): … these fragments of information.
00:31:36:03 WS KRIS concentrating at computer
00:31:37:23 ECU development plans on Paga Hill Development Company’s 

website
KRIS (V/O): Firstly 13.1 hectares of…

00:31:43:12 ECU development plans on Paga Hill Development Company’s 
website

KRIS (V/O): … Paga Hill comes under, a legal portion that is known as 
Portion 1957 …

00:31:47:06 CU KRIS on computer KRIS (V/O): … and that portion of land in 1987 was declared a national 
park.

00:31:51:04 ECU computer screen showing PAC 2006 report - highlighting ‘land 
was a Gazetted National Park’

KRIS (V/O): … according to the Public Accounts Committee it was an 
area of great natural beauty …

00:31:55:05 CU printer printing KRIS (V/O): … and it should be reserved for development.
00:31:57:24 EWS KRIS concentrating with paperwork KRIS (V/O): But what actually happened was …
00:32:01:12 CU KRIS in interview KRIS: … a 99 year business lease was issued…
00:32:03:15 ECU computer screen showing PHDC’s state lease to portion 1597 KRIS (V/O): … to Paga Hill Development Company
00:32:10:06 ECU computer screen showing PHDC’s state lease to portion 1597 

with hand written amendment.
KRIS (V/O): In this lease the rent is reduced from 250,000 Kina a year 
down to 50,000 Kina.

00:32:14:02 CU KRIS ' hands on keyboard
00:32:15:04 CU printer printing
00:32:17:00 ECU computer screen showing PAC 2006 report - highlighting ‘the 

Department of Lands…the basis hat it was unlawfully issued’
00:32:19:22 ECU computer screen showing PAC 2006 report - highlighting ‘should 

have cancelled the lease’
00:32:24:16 ECU computer screen showing PAC 2006 report - highlighting ‘failed 

to pay rent’
00:32:27:14 ECU computer screen showing PAC 2006 report - highlighting ‘the 

Lease has been…unlawfully granted’
00:32:32:16 CU KRIS on computer KRIS (V/O): I felt this was the tip of the iceberg of the illegal black 

market in state leases.
00:32:40:07 ECU computer screen showing exoneration letter KRIS (V/O): The company then get a letter from the Public Accounts 

Committee overturning the findings of the report.
00:32:47:18 CU KRIS concentrating
00:32:50:14 CU KRIS' reflection in a poster that says 'state crime'
JOE on Lands Dept
00:32:55:17 WS JOE at filing cabinet
00:32:59:02 CU JOE's hands taking files out from cabinet JOE (V/O): There is malpractice in the Lands Department.
00:33:03:21 WS JOE at filing cabinet



00:33:06:19 JOE in interview JOE: There are people within the government ranks that are 
manipulating the system.

DAME KIDU writes press release
00:33:12:24 WS DAME KIDU printing and working on computer. 
00:33:16:24 MCU DAME KIDU printing and working on computer. 
00:33:21:12 ECU computer screen as the words are typed, 'has no fundamental 

rights to this land.' 
00:33:27:03 MCU DAME KIDU on laptop seen through window 
00:33:31:08 MS DAME KIDU putting head in hands seen through window. 
KRIS investigates 1597
00:33:35:06 EWS KRIS study window from the street KRIS (V/O): That lead me to investigate Portion 1597
00:33:41:16 CU KRIS concentrating on computer KRIS (V/O): And the major discovery there was …
00:33:45:10 KRIS in interview KRIS: … PHDC didn’t have the title to the land on the foreshore…
00:33:49:08 ECU land survey of Portion 1597 KRIS (V/O): … that wasn’t part of 1597.
00:33:53:14 CU KRIS concentrating on computer KRIS (V/O): That the land …
00:33:55:05 KRIS in interview KRIS: … on which their homes, on which their homes had stood which 

had been demolished at gun point.
00:33:59:10 ECU land survey of Portion 1597 KRIS (V/O): … was outside of the lease. The police had no right …
00:34:03:18 CU KRIS in interview KRIS: … to harass, intimidate or demolish any properties there.
00:34:08:21 CU KRIS on computer KRIS (V/O): That demolition exercise …
00:34:10:20 CU computer screen - email to JOE and MATHEW with subject line, 

‘AMMUNITION’.
KRIS (V/O): … was illegitimate in every sense and every form

00:34:17:04 CU computer screen - click ‘send’ button
National Court
00:34:19:09 EWS ship in Port Moresby harbour. SUPER: DAY OF NATIONAL 

COURT HEARING. 1 YEAR SINCE THE DEMOLITION
00:34:24:17 EWS Paga Hill kids fishing off pier
00:34:27:06 MS three Paga Hill kids fishing off pier JOE (V/O): I have a winning case
00:34:29:06 MS JOE talking to his son CRUZ. JOE (V/O): We are not part of portion 1597.
00:34:33:17 MCU UNCLE TOM in shop selling a cigarette
00:34:38:23 CU UNCLE TOM in shop
00:34:41:10 WS JOE walking to van JOE (V/O): I provide evidence and facts. I’m talking about empirical 

facts. Empirical evidence.
00:34:49:22 MS JOE getting in van & it drives away JOE (V/O): And this is the truth.
00:34:55:13 WS van drives away PNG NEWS PRESENTER FEMALE (V/O): On Saturday the residents 

were presenting the case …



00:35:04:05 JOE speaking with the Paga Hill leaders outside the National Court PNG NEWS PRESENTER FEMALE (V/O): … To a judge to be heard 
in …

00:35:05:15 MS National and Supreme Court house of PNG. PNG NEWS PRESENTER FEMALE (V/O): … the National Court. JOE 
(V/O): Our argument is …

00:35:08:04 MCU JOE in news interview JOE: … the piece of land where the demolition took place, it is a totally 
different piece of land from portion 1597.

00:35:15:08 CU JOE in news interview JOE: Apart form that we cannot say much anymore. Thank you so 
much for your time.

00:35:20:16 WS National Courthouse of PNG. SUPER: THE NATIONAL COURT 
OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA, PORT MORESBY

00:35:26:00 EWS National Court carpark
00:35:29:19 CU JOE waiting in car
00:35:32:12 MS JOE walking up court
00:35:39:07 CU MATHEW puts on his court robes
00:35:43:07 WS MATHEW shaking hands with another lawyer and entering court 

room.
00:35:45:09 JOE and other leaders enter courtroom
Church loss
00:36:01:19 Aerial of Port Moresby
00:36:15:11 EWS community at church
00:36:24:10 EWS JOE walks into church and shakes ushers hands JOE (V/O): As soon as I walked into the courthouse, everything was all 

in my favour. I did not panic. The court stated that …
00:36:41:11 EWS church choir singing JOE (V/O): … from the top of the mountain and right to the seafront …
00:36:44:10 CU man listening JOE (V/O): … it's all part of …
00:36:46:13 WS Church audience JOE (V/O): … Portion 1597.
00:36:49:11 MS JOE listening
00:36:53:05 MS young man listening to church with ship floating behind him. MATHEW (V/O): The National Court gave 45 days to for Joe Moses 

and his group …
00:36:57:19 WS SUSAN monitoring the crowd MATHEW (V/O): … to move out of the property.
00:37:01:14 WS women and children walk in and are greeted MATHEW (V/O): The court did not consider the evidence that we put 

before it.
00:37:06:14 MS JOE listening
00:37:09:20 WS CHURCH BOY and SUSAN stand on the waterfront
00:37:17:07 MS RATOOS, UNCLE TOM, NELSON AND MATHEW walking into 

MATHEW's office.
MATHEW: Now we are appealing that decision now in the Supreme 
Court.

00:37:29:07 CU MATHEW, UNCLE TOM, NELSON and RATOOS enter 
MATHEW's office



00:37:33:01 ECU MATHEW MATHEW: I feel very very sorry for the people.
00:37:37:13 ECU RATOOS
00:37:39:05 ECU MATHEW MATHEW: Yeah but that's life I guess. But we will get through this.
00:37:48:08 ECU NELSON
00:37:51:05 ECU MATHEW MATHEW: We can buy some more time.
00:37:54:08 ECU UNCLE TOM worried
Financial Issues
00:37:57:08 MS ALLAN putting canvas into backseat of his car ALLAN (V/O): The biggest challenge in the community in this fight is …

00:38:05:06 CU ALLAN driving and checking phone ALLAN (V/O): … financial issues.
00:38:09:18 CU ALLAN driving ALLAN: I can't fight with my fist. I can't use my homemade gun and 

fight. But I'm just going to use art with the youths. We're all going to 
use art. Use art to fight and resist against the demolition and eviction.

00:38:38:01 MS ALLAN painting in front of a crowd in downtown Port Moresby
00:38:41:06 MS ALLAN painting in front of a crowd in downtown Port Moresby
00:38:44:00 ECU ALLAN concentrating
00:38:46:09 CU teenage boy watching EMTV reporter male (V/O): Tonight on EMTV news special report …
00:38:48:19 MS Allan painting EMTV reporter male (V/O): … we look at how art is being used …
00:38:51:06 MS three kids watching with their dog EMTV reporter male (V/O): … by Port Moresby youths to express …
00:38:53:02 WS crowd as van swipes by EMTV reporter male (V/O): … their freedom of speech in a democracy.

00:38:55:12 EWS kids walking to Paga with painting EMTV reporter male (V/O): It’s non-violence, colourful and…
00:38:58:04 WS human pyramid EMTV reporter male (V/O): … mixed with a splash of yoga
00:39:00:14 CU ALLAN teaching yoga EMTV reporter female (V/O): The subject of the painting Allan 

Mogerema is …
00:39:03:10 MS boys practicing yoga EMTV reporter female (V/O): a mentor to the youths of Paga Hill.
00:39:05:12 MS ALLAN painting EMTV reporter female (V/O): The painting is currently on sale.
00:39:08:01 Photograph of ALLAN and friends doing yoga acrobatics in front of 

the painting.
EMTV reporter female (V/O): All proceeds will be used to pay for 
further legal costs …

00:39:11:07 Photograph of ALLAN and Jeffry in front of painting - zoom into 
painting.

EMTV reporter female (V/O): … as the fight for Paga Hill remains with 
the courts.

00:39:16:03 MS UNCLE TOM holding out basket ALLAN (V/O): All these lawyers, they are being paid. UNCLE TOM: 
Come, come, come put something in

00:39:21:06 WS UNCLE TOM holding out basket while people put their money in UNCLE TOM: Thank you, Thank you. Come, come, come
00:39:24:16 MS UNCLE TOM puts basket on the ground UNCLE TOM: Come, come, put more money.
00:39:28:02 WS residents come and place money in the basket ALLAN (V/O): People are still contributing, contributing. These are low 

income earners.



00:39:29:20 MS residents come and place money into the basket ALLAN (V/O): Still they are so passionate about it. No matter what they 
at least contribute something.

00:39:35:14 MCU residents come and place money into the basket with two little 
girls.

00:39:42:13 CU MATHEW’s paperwork
00:39:44:13 CU MATHEW MOGEREMA
00:39:45:24 MS JOE picking up his book
00:39:48:03 CU JOE writing/counting money JOE: 21. OK. Plus yesterday’s collection how much? 700 hundred.
00:39:59:02 CU JOE JOE: 700 and 40.
00:40:04:09 WS woman and boy in foam boat
KRIS on GUMMI
00:40:09:06 London houses passing from train window
00:40:13:12 CU KRIS on train
00:40:17:22 MS KRIS walking down London street
00:40:25:07 ECU photograph of GUMMI SUPER: INTERNATIONAL STATE 

CRIME INITIATIVE HEADQUARTERS, LONDON
KRIS (V/O): Gummi Fridriksson is an Icelandic Australian. He’s a 
venture …

00:40:32:23 KRIS in interview KRIS (V/O): … capitalist I suppose who makes a lot money through 
speculative projects.

00:40:41:04 CU KRIS concentrating on computer
00:40:43:09 ECU Icelandic newspaper which in Icelandic. English translation of 

headline is, ‘THE LIQUORICE FACTORY IN CHINA TURNED OUT 
TO BE EMPTY ILLUSION’

KRIS (V/O): He began his commercial career in 1992.

00:40:48:14 CU KRIS on computer KRIS (V/O): He went from being a licorice factory entrepreneur …
00:40:51:09 ECU photograph of GUMMI from Icelandic newspaper KRIS (V/O): … a jeans importer exporter. He arrived in Papua New 

Guinea as a publisher now.
00:40:58:17 KRIS in interview KRIS: Quiet a tangential leap from one unconnected industry to 

another.
00:41:03:05 CU KRIS on computer KRIS (V/O): He's been involved …
00:41:06:17 KRIS in interview KRIS: … in a hugely controversial book publishing deal.
00:41:10:14 CU KRIS on computer KRIS (V/O): … for the PNG government. The book …
00:41:13:06 CU Destination PNG book on sale on Amazon.com KRIS (V/O): … was replete with mistakes.
00:41:14:19 ECU Destination PNG book on sale on Amazon.com KRIS (V/O): It was shoddily put together.
00:41:17:08 ECU Destination PNG book on sale on Amazon.com KRIS (V/O): The book was contracted for 2.5 million …
00:41:19:20 ECU map of the world inside Destination PNG KRIS (V/O): … kina so it was 5 times …
00:41:22:18 ECU inside cover of Destination PNG KRIS (V/O): … the actual market cost.
00:41:24:22 CU KRIS concentrating with paperwork from behind
00:41:26:22 ECU KRIS picks up pin KRIS (V/O): Then Gummi sets up his own company …



00:41:29:13 KRIS pins photograph of GUMMI to the wall KRIS (V/O): … which handles deceased estates.
00:41:32:20 CU KRIS concentrating
00:41:35:06 KRIS in interview KRIS: The first red flag was clearly raised by PNG’s government Public 

Accounting Agency.
00:41:41:20 CU KRIS on computer
00:41:44:05 ECU AGO 2005 report saying 'Special Investigation into the office of 

the Public Curator'
KRIS (V/O): And they found that …

00:41:47:04 CU KRIS on computer KRIS (V/O): … 10 illegal contracts were made.
00:41:49:05 ECU AGO 2005 report saying 'Payments to Anvil total K4,872,375' KRIS (V/O): That no one was able to trace the money from the 

deceased estates.
00:41:54:05 ECU AGO 2005 report saying 'Missing Records and Financial 

Accountability'
00:41:59:00 CU printer printing
00:42:01:14 ECU paperwork in KRIS’ hands KRIS (V/O): According to the Auditor Generals report the contracts 

were 'riddled with illegalities'.
00:42:04:03 CU KRIS concentrating
00:42:07:10 EWS KRIS writing on wall KRIS (V/O): I don't think at this stage Joe was aware of what he was 

actually fighting against.
00:42:13:08 ECU KRIS looking at wall
00:42:17:13 JOE in interview JOE: Fridriksson's idea is a dream. It's a what can I say? It's a paper 

dream that will not eventuate. It's just too much, he hasn't developed 
such things in his lifetime.

DAME KIDU meets with Paga Hill Leaders
00:42:31:15 EWS Ela Beach DAME KIDU CAROL AND PAGA HILL LEADERS 

MEETING  
00:42:39:01 MS JOE on phone at Ela Beach Hotel 
00:42:43:04 CU RATOOS playing flute 
00:42:46:15 CU UNCLE TOM
00:42:51:15 MS JOE shaking hands with DAME KIDU - pan to DAME KIDU JOE: Hello Dame.DAME KIDU: This is my son Basil.JOE: Hello. 
00:42:58:06 CU DAME KIDU standing 
00:43:02:09 TEXT: DAME KIDU Carol has news for the Paga Hill leaders and 

requests the meeting is not filmed. 
JOE night meeting
00:43:09:23 EWS night aerial of Port Moresby suburbs
00:43:11:23 EWS moon, pan down to Paga Hill community meeting at night
00:43:27:16 MS JOE sits and speaks to community JOE: I want to let you people know that I am not happy with Lady 

Kidu’s talk this afternoon. I'm not happy.



00:43:34:13 MS Paga men listening
00:43:38:04 MS JOE JOE: She said she will sign a contract with the company …
00:43:42:06 MS woman and man look to JOE
00:43:44:24 MS JOE JOE: … and work with them to negotiate and become the middle 

person between them and us …
00:43:53:10 MCU man listening JOE (V/O): …on how best to resettle us.
00:43:56:02 MS JOE JOE: I told Lady Kidu that if you are genuine in resettling my people. 

You go look for land and buy it, make a road, bring electricity and 
water, install a sewerage system, build houses then take them and 
settle them in. And Lady Kidu said, 'Joe, you are asking too much' and 
I replied 'so be it'

00:44:19:16 EWS JOE and the crowd JOE: Someone has to get up and make sure the government 
recognises …

00:44:22:22 MS JOE JOE: ... these UN rules. International laws that govern the wellbeing of 
human beings.

00:44:29:23 MCU young man listening
00:44:32:12 MS JOE sitting JOE: You people have been here for so long, this is your place.
00:44:41:03 WS two men looking sad JOE (V/O): No one will come here and take it from you.
00:44:46:00 MCU man listening JOE (V/O): This is where you guys belong.
00:44:48:12 MS JOE sitting JOE: Don't sell your life cheaply to greedy people.
Relocation intro
00:44:55:11 EWS land surveyor at Paga Hill
00:44:59:20 WS PHDC billboard ‘under construction’ PNG NEWS PRESENTER FEMALE (V/O): The Paga Hill 

Development Company has won title of Paga Hill.
00:45:04:15 MCU GUMMI speaking to news crew PNG NEWS PRESENTER FEMALE (V/O): … Chief Executive Officer 

of Paga Hill Estate is Gudmundur Fridriksson …
00:45:09:13 EWS crowd Six Mile PNG NEWS PRESENTER FEMALE (V/O): … said the company was 

serious about its commitment to provide …
00:45:13:20 EWS man standing around Six Mile construction site PNG NEWS PRESENTER FEMALE (V/O): … a relocation solution. 

The company with the …
00:45:16:24 WS GUMMI & DAME KIDU stand arm in arm with Six Mile leaders PNG NEWS PRESENTER FEMALE (V/O): … help of former political 

come consultant DAME KIDU Carol Kidu …
00:45:19:07 MS DAME KIDU stands with news reporter PNG NEWS PRESENTER FEMALE (V/O): …DAME KIDU Carol Kidu 

made this 14 hectare …
00:45:22:13 EWS tin sheds at Six Mile PNG NEWS PRESENTER FEMALE (V/O): …parcel of land a reality …



00:45:25:07 EWS 2 water tanks PNG NEWS PRESENTER FEMALE (V/O): They get access to 
essential services like water and power and…

00:45:28:19 EWS DAME KIDU and Six Mile crowd sitting PNG NEWS PRESENTER FEMALE (V/O): … a 500 square metre 
community centre…

00:45:32:05 WS rows of tents under a tin shelter PNG NEWS PRESENTER FEMALE (V/O): … which currently houses 
temporary sleeping quarters.

00:45:35:07 EWS GUMMI and DAME KIDU arm in arm with Six Mile leaders
DAME KIDU Interview
00:45:37:23 DAME KIDU sits in interview chair 
00:45:41:24 CU DAME KIDU shakes her head at filmmakers, checks her watch 

and nods to filmmakers 
HOLLIE: That isn't too annoying there is it?

00:45:53:08 DAME KIDU in interview SUPER: DAME KIDU CAROL KIDU, 
Consultant, Paga Hill Development Company 

DAME KIDU: The company actually approached me, argh I'm trying to 
think when, towards the end of 2013, just by chance I saw the 
company CEO on the plane and he said 'would you consider helping 
with the relocation exercise.' and I said, 'no people will say I've been 
bought out. I'll wait until we see what happens.’ 

00:46:19:17 DAME KIDU in interview DAME KIDU: But I decided to start working because of the National 
Court decision. 

00:46:26:18 DAME KIDU in interview DAME KIDU: People were hoping that the company would build 
houses and things but there is no obligation. I’ve told them the 
company is not obliged to do anything, you were living on the land that 
the court has now said belongs to them and I’m not going to question 
the court decision – it belongs to Paga Hill. So what has been done so 
far is more than what is being given to any other evicted person around 
this city. Hopefully it can start to set a standard. 

Curtain Bros - ring road
00:46:50:24 EWS construction manager looking out to horizon at construction site
00:46:54:24 EWS machines spraying black liquid onto grass while workers look 

on.
00:46:58:08 EWS trucks at construction site EMTV REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): Today a contract of 50 million Kina 

…
00:47:01:13 EWS Aerial of Port Moresby CBD and roads. EMTV REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): … was signed between NCDC 

and Curtain Brothers …
00:47:05:10 EWS Aerial of Port Moresby CBD and roads. EMTV REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): … for works to begin immediately 

to build a 2km ring road around Paga Hill.
00:47:10:08 EWS Aerial of Port Moresby CBD and roads. EMTV REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): Part of the ongoing development 

process of building better road works throughout the city.



00:47:15:20 WS bulldozer clearing rubble on waterfront EMTV REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): Not a minute too soon and 
clearing work has already begun to a large area of the hill.

00:47:22:01 JOE staring at bulldozer on the waterfront
00:47:35:20 CARD: The highway will be built by another Australian company, 

Curtain Brothers, and will go directly through the settlement. They 
have also hired Dame Carol Kidu as a consultant.

JOE with family
00:47:54:17 WS JOE pouring water into a mug next to his family
00:47:58:23 JOE talking to crying baby and then gives her the mug to drink from. JOE: Do you want water? OK wait I'll drink a little WOMAN: Tell me a 

story, what's happening?
00:48:12:14 MS woman dressing baby boy JOE's WIFE (V/O): I'm sick and tired of living in this canvas. It's hot.
00:48:17:17 CU JOE rubbing his face with exhaustion JOE's WIFE (V/O): Hurry and win the case.
00:48:25:21 MS woman dressing baby boy JOE (V/O): Don't worry, there will be time to build a good house. For 

now patience. When we have patience many good things will happen 
to us. Patience is a big thing.

00:48:39:18 CU JOE JOE: They won't beat us. I'll make sure they will lose the whole case.
JOE and KRIS phone call re: getting ready for the case
00:48:47:16 Aerial of Port Moresby's Fairfax Harbour JOE (V/O): Hello Kris KRIS (V/O): The community has to be ready for 

a potential second demolition JOE(V/O): That's the problem that we 
are afraid of at the moment. They are very worried. KRIS (V/O): You're 
doing the right thing. I think they see you as a significant threat. KRIS 
(V/O): Let's get prepared for this case. JOE (V/O): Exactly Exactly, 
yeah.

50/50 KRIS at work
00:49:18:12 WS London couple walking through the park at dusk
00:49:22:10 EWS London Primrose Park at dusk
00:49:25:16 WS KRIS leaning over his computer KRIS (V/O): The Papua New Guinea government published a press 

release.
00:49:32:07 ECU computer screen showing ’the Government’ KRIS (V/O): As soon as I saw ..
00:49:35:15 KRIS in interview KRIS: … this bulletin I thought 'it's going to begin'.
00:49:39:18 MS KRIS leaning over his computer KRIS (V/O): It looked bad.
00:49:42:09 ECU computer screen showing ’controversial…partnership’
00:49:45:05 ECU computer screen showing ‘Paga Hill Development Company’ KRIS (V/O): The Papua New Guinea government …
00:49:48:08 MS KRIS leaning over his computer KRIS (V/O): … felt it was more than appropriate to forfeit
00:49:51:01 ECU computer screen showing ‘50/50 agreement with the 

development company to co-develop the land'
KRIS (V/O): … the lease but to become a 50/50 partner in this 
development.

00:49:56:19 KRIS in interview KRIS: The state were now 50/50 partners in this project.



00:49:59:14 WS KRIS at printer
00:50:02:03 CU KRIS with paperwork KRIS (V/O): So now the state had an additional financial interest in 

seeing Joe silenced …
00:50:06:17 KRIS in interview KRIS: … and they had just as much reason to see Joe silenced as the 

company. And yet unlike the company they had the means of violence 
to do that.

50/50 JOE in car
00:50:16:08 WS Port Moresby streets seen through windscreen
00:50:21:19 MCU JOE in car JOE: … if we are fighting against Paga Hill Development Company 

then…
00:50:25:04 WS Port Moresby market seen through windscreen JOE (V/O): ...we are actually fighting against the government of the 

day. So that's the real issue…
00:50:31:11 MCU JOE in car JOE (V/O): … So that's why I've been laying a low profile, just don't 

want to make any noise.
00:50:36:02 WS Port Moresby street seen through windscreen
00:50:38:20 WS Port Moresby leafy street seen through windscreen JOE: It creates a lot of…
00:50:43:22 MCU JOE in car JOE: … enemies. So I'm trying to play safe here.
00:50:51:17 WS fence seen through windscreen of car JOE (V/O): … I don't really want to expose myself ...
00:50:55:23 MCU JOE in car JOE: … Because anywhere you go, they have their men all around…
50/50 KRIS in car
00:51:02:12 WS fence seen through windscreen of car KRIS: What can you say?
00:51:06:06 CU KRIS driving KRIS (V/O): I say to him well you’re now a political dissident. You are 

challenging …
00:51:13:05 EWS road and streetlights passing through front window KRIS (V/O): … a state project and …
00:51:17:02 CU KRIS driving KRIS (V/O): … you are threat to your government and they want to do 

you harm. It would very well lead him to be killed.
00:51:26:14 KRIS in interview KRIS: So my advice to him was that he should seek asylum, that’s the 

only way to guarantee his safety. But of course Joe won’t seek asylum 
because that would discontinue his struggle.

50/50 JOE at work
00:51:38:04 WS JOE walks into a gate
00:51:42:23 WS JOE locks himself inside the gate
00:51:47:20 WS JOE walks down hallway at work KRIS (V/O): Has the police harassment stopped? Do you…JOE (V/O): 

They've been following me …
00:51:55:07 MS JOE walks to desk JOE (V/O): … from work to the house and they've been monitoring my 

movements.



00:51:58:15 MS JOE sits at desk KRIS (V/O): Keep safe and keep your head down and hopefully we'll 
catch up soon in person JOE (V/O): Yes definitely.

00:52:07:04 MC JOE looking scared
COMPANY radio interview
00:52:10:15 Aerial of Port Moresby SUPER: Radio interview with COMPANY 

SPOKESPERSON, Paga Hill Development Company
ABC NEWS REPORTER (V/O): a very good morning to you.
COMPANY SPOKESPERSON (V/O): Good morning. ABC NEWS 
REPORTER (V/O): Now has the Paga Hill Development project 
benefitted from argh the close connects to government. COMPANY 
SPOKESPERSON (V/O): I think that's - lets be clear on one thing. The 
legitimacy to our title is undisputed and cannot be denied …

00:52:32:22 Aerial of Port Moresby COMPANY SPOKESPERSON(V/O): … to quote outdated reports is 
just absurd. they have been subsequently you know mended and there 
have been ...ABC NEWS REPORTER (V/O): Well do explain that on 
the day of the demolition the police came armed and ready while the 
case was still to be heard before court when the …

00:52:54:11 Aerial of Port Moresby ABC NEWS REPORTER (V/O): … settlement leaders were trying to 
get a stay in the demolition.COMPANY SPOKESPERSON (V/O): Now 
they sought a stay order on that in the national court on that day and 
they succeeded and when the eviction was in process and when they 
arrived with that we stopped. Let's be clear - it's not a forced eviction 
it's a forced relocation.

ALLAN
00:53:18:01 WS Port Moresby downtown police station
00:53:21:19 WS Building construction in downtown's waterfront
00:53:25:20 CU UNCLE TOM looking nervous on the street
00:53:29:18 WS JOE looking nervous on the street ALLAN (V/O): At the moment the community are really scared …
00:53:33:16 CU UNCLE TOM looking nervous on the street ALLAN (V/O): … of the company, of the government, of the police …
00:53:35:13 WS policeman on the street ALLAN (V/O): … all the institutions cause they knew the government 

themselves …
00:53:41:00 Allan in interview ALLAN: … they are involved. They are root of this demolition or 

eviction of Paga Hill community.
Six Mile Opening



00:53:49:13 EWS men walks up to Six Mile opening with traditional dancers MS 
traditional dancers at Six Mile Settlement. SUPER: Official opening of 
the Six Mile relocation WS ROY TRIVEDY (UNDP) presented with a 
lei MS JERRY FRANK (NCD-Central Police Commander, Assistant 
Commissioner), STANLEY LIRIA (PHDC lawyer and majority 
shareholder), ROY TRIVEDY and another man wearing leis. MS 
traditional dancers next to MP LABI AMAIU (member for Moresby 
North-East) MP LABI AMAIU shakes hands with ROY TRIVEDY ROY 
TRIVEDY claps for the traditional dancers

Traditional drums and singing

00:54:09:23 EWS pan over crowd at Six Mile relocation opening EMTV NEWS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): Over 200 Paga Hill 
residents were relocated to Six Mile this year in a means to free up 
space for developer …

00:54:23:06 CU GUMMI listening to speeches EMTV NEWS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): … Paga Hill Limited. 
Taking initiative the company went out of its way to purchase land at 
Six Mile …

MS men in audience EMTV NEWS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): … to accommodate …
MS woman with baby in audience EMTV NEWS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): … those affected by the 

development.
EWS pan over crowd at Six Mile relocation opening EMTV NEWS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): Yesterday a special event 

was staged at what is now called …
00:54:30:11 STANLEY LIRIA shaking hands with man EMTV NEWS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): … the Tagoa Community 

…
CU GUMMI giving speech (audio muted) EMTV NEWS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): CEO Gudmundur 

Fridriksson has gone through challenging times to get to the present 
stage

00:54:36:21 EWS crowd listening GUMMI: What has been achieved here …
00:54:38:19 CU GUMMI giving speech GUMMI: … in Tagoa Community is a proof that harmonious 

resettlement can be achieved here in Papua New Guinea.
00:54:44:02 CU ROY TRIVEDY giving speech (audio muted) EMTV NEWS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): The head of the United 

Nations in PNG…
MS woman listening in audience EMTV NEWS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): … Roy Trivedy gave his 

vote of confidence to the company for its human…
CU ROY TRIVEDY giving speech Super: ROY TRIVEDY Resident 
Coordinator, PNG, The United Nations Development Program

EMTV NEWS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): … rights approach ROY 
TRIVEDY: This is the first time a national corporation like this, Paga 
Hill Development Corporation …

00:54:57:04 MS ROY TRIVEDY giving speech ROY TRIVEDY: … supports the resettlement of communities. It is the 
first time it has happened in Papua New Guinea in my experience.



00:55:04:08 MCU DAME KIDU listening to speeches EMTV NEWS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): DAME KIDU Carol Kidu 
was forgiving, clarifying that she was simply standing up for the 
settlers…

MS two woman listening in audience and chatting EMTV NEWS REPORTER FEMALE (V/O): … on a human rights 
perspective"

00:55:11:02 MS DAME KIDU smiling in crowd DAME KIDU (V/O): It's been a long journey ...
00:55:12:08 MS DAME KIDU clapping over the cakes being cut. DAME KIDU (V/O): … ahh. A long journey
00:55:15:04 CU DAME KIDU giving speech DAME KIDU: A hard journey. And it is a time to celebrate. You have 

come a long way with …
00:55:25:05 MCU GUMMI in crowd DAME KIDU (V/O): … a company …

WS giving of presents to residents with DAME KIDU in the 
background

DAME KIDU (V/O): … that has shown it cares.

00:55:28:09 SUSAN in interview SUSAN: At the moment in the community we have two groups. The 
first have gone with the company after taking their money, they were 
paid K10,000. And some of us have not taken their money, we will 
wait.

00:55:51:19 WS SUSAN sitting at street market SUSAN (V/O): We will wait to hear from our leaders and we’ll see what 
will happen with the appeal case.

00:55:59:18 JOE in interview JOE: They just come in and said 'we'll give you this much - move to Six 
Mile.

00:56:04:06 CU girl talking to her friend at street market JOE (V/O): The implications are this, our social welfare. There is no 
development.

00:56:10:02 MCU SUSAN sitting at street market JOE (V/O): There are procedures to be followed, there are laws to be 
followed.

KRIS & LINA meeting at ISCI
00:56:15:22 WS Londoners commuting to work
00:56:19:08 MS KRIS & LINA sitting at desk SUPER: INTERNATIONAL STATE 

CRIME INITIATIVE LONDON
KRIS: Ok so it’s interesting that the first thing you said is that the cases 
was not what you expected?

00:56:28:00 WS KRIS & LINA sitting at desk LINA: I thought their was a lot more protection of settlers …
00:56:30:12 MS KRIS & LINA sitting at desk SUPER: LINA JOHNSON, 

Researcher, International State Crime Initiative
LINA: …than there was. It’s very much focused on the human rights of 
the people who are trying to evict them.

00:56:36:12 CU LINA LINA: I was looking into and I wanted to ask you, regarding housing or 
a national policy for housing - is there anything like that?

00:56:43:07 CU KRIS KRIS: There’s a national urbanisation strategy. And that was 
developed under the auspice of, that was driven by …

00:56:45:18 CU LINA KRIS (V/O): …predominately by DAME KIDU Carol Kidu. And she’s 
um helped to relocate some of the residents…



00:56:51:14 CU KRIS KRIS: … to land at Six Mile which is land at Six Mile which is 
customarily owned so they have no security of tenure. They are just 
there; they have no rights. The customary owners are, um have been 
given a sum of money to accommodate them but there is no legally 
enforceable right for those community to stay at Six Mile. If those 
customary land owners go, ‘well thank you very much for the money …

00:57:14:12 MCU LINA KRIS (V/O): … we don’t like them’
00:57:16:00 CU KRIS KRIS: That’s it, they’ll be out.
ALLAN at Six Mile
00:57:18:01 Countryside passing out van window
00:57:20:23 CU ALLAN filming himself
00:57:24:01 MS countryside outside van window ALLAN (V/O): This is Six Mile are where the Paga Hill

 Development Company wanted to relocate us.
00:57:32:02 MS camera wobble as ALLAN jumps out of the van
00:57:35:21 WS walking up to Six Mile settlement
00:57:38:15 MS ALLAN shakes hands with resident from Six Mile Settlement ALLAN (V/O): Afternoon. As I'm speaking right now, I'm wired. I have 

with me speakers and I have a camera in my hand.
00:57:55:15 MS Resident from Six Mile Settlement ALLAN (V/O): If Ryan is here or Uncle Allan is here I wish to speak to 

them. For 2-3 minutes.
00:58:02:20 MS SIX MILE MALE RESIDENT sits and talks to ALLAN SIX MILE MALE RESIDENT: Did you talk to the supervisor? Are they 

aware of what you're doing? ALLAN (V/O): Um no. Who? SIX MILE 
MALE RESIDENT: The one under the tree. ALLAN (V/O): Under the 
tree? I'm just holding a camera SIX MILE MALE RESIDENT: OK. I just 
worry you know. People talk. It might be too risky. ALLAN (V/O): True. 
Thanks for your concern.

00:58:30:23 EWS Families sitting outside in the shade SIX MILE MALE RESIDENT: It's OK but it's not the same as Paga. It's 
not as they promised us.

00:58:38:05 MS SIX MILE MALE RESIDENT sits and talks to ALLAN SIX MILE MALE RESIDENT: I think the basic things - power is a bit 
OK now but water is still the problem.

00:58:45:15 MS SIX MILE MALE RESIDENT sits and talks to ALLAN SIX MILE MALE RESIDENT: If you look at how they are reporting in 
the paper and what is actually taking place. Most of it don't match.

00:59:00:19 MS ALLAN walks through rows of tents
00:59:10:03 MS ALLAN walks through rows of tents and onto a platform
00:59:00:19 MS ALLAN walks through rows of tents ALLAN (V/O): It's very sad. It's very sad. ALLAN's FRIEND: Gibson 

and them have no space so they are sleeping there, they ran out of 
tents ALLAN (V/O): This is pig shit.



00:59:45:20 DAME KIDU in interview DAME KIDU IV: It’s not perfect but it, there’s been a genuine attempt 
the company to do a really something that is useful. And perhaps they 
are being too ambitious to be quite frank. I think the company is being 
even over ambitious about what they want to achieve for the people 
who have been moved because you know there’s a, a stage were you 
can end up creating a dependency mentality. 

Supreme Court community meeting
01:00:17:03 EWS Paga Hill shoreline. Boy pushes a bike with one wheel
01:00:21:18 WS men & women passing JOE’s house
01:00:24:12 MS JOE and RATOOS talking quietly. SUPER: RATOOS GARY, 

Paga Hill community leader and artist
01:00:29:08 WS JOE and RATOOS talking quietly. Women in foreground yell out WOMAN: Go tell the school teacher and children to come.
01:00:33:16 WS women passing JOE’s house WOMAN (V/O): Everyone will sit and we'll listen
01:00:40:10 WS RATOOS talking in meeting RATOOS: This has affected people's lives so badly.
01:00:45:24 MS RATOOS talking in meeting RATOOS: Because, we live under one umbrella.
01:00:50:01 MS men standing listening RATOOS (V/O): We are all Papua New Guineans.
01:00:52:16 MS RATOOS talking in meeting and slaps dirt RATOOS: This piece of land is like our mother. We spilled our blood all 

over this land.
01:01:01:17 MS men, woman and baby listening RATOOS (V/O): We will fight...
01:01:03:15 MS RATOOS talking in meeting RATOOS: … and resist …
01:01:05:12 MS four men listening RATOOS (V/O): … not with blood.
01:01:08:01 MS RATOOS talking in meeting RATOOS: We will fight with our brains.
01:01:11:19 MS MATHEW MOGEREMA listening RATOOS (V/O): You are standing in Paga Hill...
01:01:13:17 MS RATOOS talking in meeting RATOOS: Let's stand and fight.
01:01:16:10 EWS RATOOS talking in meeting RATOOS: Think and use your heart.
01:01:20:05 CU woman holding baby
01:01:23:24 MS JOE stands up JOE: Good morning everybody.
01:01:28:04 MS man holding baby JOE(V/O): One thing I would like to say to you
01:01:30:13 MS JOE talking in meeting JOE: You are true Papua New Guinean living here, sleeping and 

waking up here. You have a house, you have a family, your kids go to 
school, you go to work and this is home.

01:01:48:24 CU baby girl listening
01:01:50:16 CU JOE talking in meeting JOE: This is what we are fighting for.
01:01:53:01 MS men listening
01:01:54:05 WS JOE talking in meeting JOE: You aren’t pigs and dogs that they can just move and dump you 

in another place.
01:01:56:22 WS RATOOS sitting and listening JOE (V/O): So, what we are fighting for here …



01:01:59:17 WS JOE talking in meeting JOE: … are our rights as human being.
01:02:02:05 MS two women listening JOE (V/O): You must have a place to live.
01:02:05:06 WS JOE talking in meeting JOE: Suppose, if they want to re-locate you to another place …
01:02:08:11 CU man, woman and baby listening JOE (V/O): … then they must have everything in place before they 

move you out.
01:02:11:18 WS JOE talking in meeting JOE: This is the bottom line.
01:02:13:09 MS father with baby listening JOE (V/O): We aren’t fighting for K2,000, K5,000 …
01:02:16:01 WS JOE talking in meeting JOE: … or K10,000. We are fighting for people’s lives and a place to 

live.
01:02:21:15 CU two women listening JOE (V/O): We have to be treated fairly just like any other human 

being."
01:02:26:23 CU JOE talking in meeting JOE: So, now is our last fight.
01:02:30:14 MCU UNCLE TOM listening
01:02:32:00 CU RATOOS sitting
01:02:33:07 CU JOE talking in meeting JOE: Supreme Court, do or die.
01:02:35:20 MS crowd clapping
01:02:36:21 MCU two men clapping
01:02:38:02 MS JOE standing
JOE & MATHEW signing papers
01:02:40:13 MS JOE signing, MATHEW watching JOE: OK the last one.
01:02:44:22 ECU JOE signing JOE: Then we are done.
01:02:49:03 WS JOE and MATHEW finalising documents MATHEW: My brother, you put your life into this. JOE: True.
01:02:57:04 WS JOE and MATHEW walk away towards JOE's house MATHEW: This is the last stand now. JOE: Last and final one. 

MATHEW: Last stand yeah. If it fails, it fails. If it works, it works. How 
many people live here now? Roughly? JOE: Roughly about three 
hundred plus MATHEW: And which one is the elementary school. That 
one? All men went and saw Joe Moses fought to the end.

JOE's arrest
01:03:33:24 EWS kids play in tyres at sunset
01:03:36:17 WS small group sit and listen to sermon in church at sunset
01:03:40:14 CU moon
01:03:47:09 EWS fire and people standing around at night
01:03:48:23 CU fire in the darkness
01:04:07:22 Camera wobble at night
01:04:09:12 Camera wobble at night PAGA RESIDENT: The police are coming, the police are coming.
01:04:10:16 Camera wobble at night
ALLAN on JOE's arrest



01:04:18:20 MS JOE’s house
01:04:19:19 WS JOE’s gate
01:04:24:06 WS Paga Hill Development Company guards on top of the hill.
01:04:28:22 MS ALLAN pointing to JOE's house. ALLAN: That's where they came and got Joe. They came there and 

they were, they kicked Joe's doorway...
01:04:34:03 MS ALLAN walking to JOE's house. ALLAN: …and they were pointing gun at him and ordering him to come 

out of the house. And I stood somewhere here. The policeman got up 
and got a very big stick and he was trying to hit the community 
residents here. Anybody that comes closer to Joe, he's just going to hit 
him you know. But we were all so brave that I mean we told him, “if you 
want to arrest Joe, then you'll arrest all of us. If you want to hit Joe, 
then you will hit all of us.” And we all came together and blocked the 
policemen.

01:04:45:00 CARD: Joe escapes the police hunt and is in hiding. Uncle Tom must 
represent the community at the Supreme Court appeal.

Supreme Court
01:05:33:07 UNCLE TOM in car on his phone SUPER: DAY OF SUPREME 

COURT HEARING 2 YEARS SINCE THE DEMOLITION
PATRICK (V/O): Can we go to Joe?UNCLE TOM: Well no, he's not 
there. how are we going to get in touch with him again? He will not 
come to Court - he's going to have to phone.

01:05:45:13 CU NELSON driving seen from behind UNCLE TOM (V/O): I know that he will not come around because 
anything can happen. He’s the one in the engine room. He’s worried 
about his life and that’s very important.

01:05:54:01 WS PHDC's lawyer walking through car park. SUPER - SUPREME 
COURT OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA, PORT MORESBY

01:05:57:23 WS people waiting under trees outside Supreme Court
01:06:01:03 MS UNCLE TOM walking with large folder of documents
01:06:07:01 WS UNCLE TOM walking up ramp to courthouse
01:06:11:09 MS supreme court sign
01:06:17:11 MS Uncle Tom walks up court ramp
Community Celebrates
01:06:26:12 EWS aerial of Port Moresby UNCLE TOM (V/O): Mathew, you listen. Tell everybody in Paga to wait 

for me. Anigini is coming down. Listen Mathew, did you hear me? 
Mathew?MATHEW (V/O): Yes. UNCLE TOM: Did you hear me? 
Anigini is coming down, so tell everybody in Paga, and just wait.

01:06:52:02 CU UNCLE TOM on phone
01:06:55:15 CU NELSON in rear vision mirror
01:06:59:06 WS MATHEW MOGEREMA shouting from the back of a Ute



01:07:02:08 WS women walking up the hill and cheering
01:07:07:12 WS men walking up the hill and cheering
01:07:11:01 WS women walking towards the car
01:07:17:15 CU UNCLE TOM fist pumping out the window UNCLE TOM: Win it, win it, WIN!
01:07:23:04 EWS women walking towards the car
01:07:31:12 CU women crying
01:07:36:12 CU women lean and cry on the car
01:07:45:17 WS DANCING WOMAN singing, pan to crowd chanting DANCING WOMAN: Praise our Joe Moses. Praise our Joe Moses 

CROWD: Joe Moses. Joe Moses.
01:08:13:09 NELSON driving into Paga. PAGA BOY shouts from the road PAGA BOY: Paga won. Paga is the winner.
01:08:20:11 MS UNCLE TOM is lifted into the air in Paga Hill
01:08:25:20 MS women and men run down the hill
01:08:27:24 MCU DANCING WOMAN smiles
01:08:30:23 CU UNCLE TOM's announcement UNCLE TOM: The court declared the land from here to the seaside 

belongs to the Paga Hill people. This is our day.
01:08:37:12 SERAH and MARGARET smile
01:08:38:22 MS UNCLE TOM is lifted into the air
01:08:48:13 WS human pyramid in silhouette
01:08:52:24 CU kids watching
01:08:55:21 MS yoga pose
01:08:58:10 CU ALLAN upside down in headstand
01:09:00:16 CU ALLAN’s legs up in headstand
01:09:03:04 CU kids watching
01:09:04:20 CU ALLAN and FAZILA up in yoga pose
01:09:08:01 CU ALLAN and FAZILA up in yoga pose
01:09:11:01 CU ALLAN smiling between poses
Final Demolition
01:09:20:21 CARD: 3 weeks later
01:09:28:06 CU feet running
01:09:31:17 WS men running and shouting up Paga Hill road
01:09:37:13 WS running up Paga Hill road
01:09:44:23 CU man and a woman running up Paga Hill road
01:09:49:19 CU zoom to helicopter flying overhead
01:09:52:05 WS Paga Hill residents gathering near police vehicles.
01:09:54:15 EWS bulldozer hanging over residents
01:10:01:03 WS Woman with three kids watch a bulldozer
01:10:07:18 Photograph EWS of girl in pink amongst the rubble and a bulldozer



01:10:14:00 Photograph EWS of woman in orange amongst the rubble
01:10:24:20 Photograph MS of burnt pile of iron JOE (V/O): They forced people out of Paga again regardless of the 

court orders …
01:10:43:04 Photograph WS man walking on flatten land JOE (V/O): … and so the people are now displaced. People are just all 

over the place.
01:10:56:15 MCU JOE in interview JOE: I do not know how is above the law. Who is looked after by the 

law, I'm not too sure anymore. Things just went out of hand.
01:11:12:05 EWS aerial of Paga Hill cleared
01:11:29:06 MCU UNCLE TOM in interview UNCLE TOM: They fought us, they bashed us, they burnt our houses, 

they put guns on us, they kicked us, they hit us, they bashed the 
women and children and we got big pain and blood. But we said you 
hit us and we grew up here …

01:11:52:04 EWS aerial of Paga Hill cleared UNCLE TOM (V/O): … my mother gave birth to us here. DAME KIDU 
(V/O): You know both sides of the whole thing became so unwilling to 
listen and compromise. And if people feel that there has been an 
injustice done well …

01:12:01:08 CU DAME KIDU in interview DAME KIDU: … progress doesn't stop. And whether one likes the 
progress or not it goes ahead in every country - and that's what's 
happening there. 

01:12:20:03 MCU JOE in interview JOE: Maybe this country must have two laws - one for the small people 
like me and one for the argh the leaders, the parliamentarians or 
whoever is up there.

01:12:48:24 CU DAME KIDU in interview DAME KIDU: Do you have another question? I don't really know how I 
can answer that in a way that is because the fact is the way it 
happened is the way it happened. You know, would I have done 
anything differently well probably in retrospect if I'd known what was 
going to happen I wouldn't have gone in and I would have said 'oh to 
hell with it', cause it happens all around the city all the time - you know 
what I mean? 

01:13:18:17 EWS aerial of Paga Hill cleared JOE (V/O): We'll be taking the matter to court again. When I stand up 
for what I believe in you can not easily move me.

01:13:32:15 CU JOE in interview JOE: People might say that 'do I get scared?' Yes I'm scared but who 
else is going to stand up and fight for what is right? I mean if I don't do 
it who else is going to do it?



01:13:59:11 CU JOE in interview JOE: If I start thinking negatively that will effect me. So what I'm doing 
now is, I have to think positive, I have to be brave because I put my 
hand up. I have to, I have to be that someone that can really stand up. 
That's what I'm doing.

Ending cards
01:13:59:13 TEXT CARD: Joe is still in hiding. The Paga Hill leaders continue to 

fight for compensation for the displaced community.
TEXT CARD: The Paga Hill Development Company declined to 
participate in this film.
TEXT CARD: It was unclear who ordered the final demolitions.
TEXT CARD: DAME KIDU Carol disassociates herself from this 
documentary. She believes it to be an unbalanced and bias view of a 
very complex issue.
TEXT CARD: The Papua New Guinea anti-corruption Taskforce 
exonerated Paga Hill Development Company and their CEO.
TEXT CARD: The International State Crime Initiative (ISCI) issued a 
report that claims the Taskforce Sweep investigation was marred by 
significant legal, factual and methodological errors.
#theopposition www.theoppositionfilm.com
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